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The Pink Lady
of Greencastle
SPECIFICATIONS:
Date: mid-1990s
Location: O’Hair Mansion,
Greencastle, Indiana
Photographer: Guy Winters
Type Camera: Unknown
Other Information:
Location has a history of
paranormal activity. Abandoned property (since
demolished)

These pictures have been floating
around for awhile and even appeared in
a documentary entitled World’s Scariest Ghost Pictures. They were allegedly
taken at an abandoned mansion near
Greencastle, Indiana, I think sometime
in the late nineties, by a pair of amateur
ghosthunters named Guy Winters and
Terry Lambert.
Told by a friend that there was an
apparition in residence at the abandoned mansion, Winters and Lambert
and several others received permission
from the properties’ owners to investigate the site, which they did over a several day period. Using both videocams
and film cameras, they snapped numerous pictures of the mansion, several of
which caught this apparition peering
out a second floor window. The figure
of the woman was not seen at the time

the photos were taken but appeared
once they were developed. Analysed by
photo experts, the images of the woman (thought by some to be the spirit of a
young woman who died in the home in
the early twentieth century by the name
of Irene O’Hair) have been declared as
authentic since the images exist on the
negatives, thereby reducing—though
not necessarily eliminating—the possibility of fraud. Additionally, being that
essentially the same figure appeared in
no less than four consecutive photos
makes hoaxing it four times more difficult. The only possibility is that the men
were able to get a female accomplice
to pose for them, though that wouldn’t
explain why she looks so “ghost-like”
and, in a couple of photos, partially
transparent.
If legitimate, these are some of the

clearest images of a “ghost” ever captured on film, which is, of course, what
makes them so difficult to accept as
real. If hoaxed, they are extremely well
done.

Another photo of the Pink Lady
taken through a screendoor.

